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the xbox version includes additional maps, including a scene set on the planet
batuu, the planet ord mantell, and the space station imperial one. both the

playstation 2 and pc versions of the game feature additional maps, including
the cloud city map, the death star map, and the death star ii map. the xbox

version of the game features enhanced graphics and physics, as well as
additional missions set in the original star wars trilogy. the playstation 2

version features improved graphics and physics, and additional missions and a
new map, the death star map. the playstation 2 version of the game features a
new map, the cloud city map. it also has a new map called the black hole map,

a continuation of the battle of yavin map. the playstation 2 version also
features enhanced graphics and physics, and additional missions set in the

original star wars trilogy. battlefront ii is set three years after the events of the
star wars film return of the jedi. the game takes place on endor and features

many new environments and game modes, such as the rebel assault and
combat training games. the most significant addition is the ability for players to

play as one of four new playable species: the wookiee, the ewok, the rodian,
and the gungans. this gives the player an entire new species to command and
the ability to play their way into the battle. players are able to use the force,
and can affect the environment and other soldiers. they can use force powers
like force push, force pull, and force jump to move and shoot. players can also
use the lightsaber to deflect enemy blaster bolts and make shots. in addition to

the force abilities, players can use the galactic assault, gunnery, snipers,
melee, and commando classes. these classes grant the player special abilities

and special weapons. they can be upgraded and leveled up. players can build a
levelled-up character, buy and upgrade weapons, and purchase different

equipment such as health packs, helmets, and tactical gear. the game has
many different enemies, including the empire, rebel alliance, imperial tie

fighters, rebel x-wings, and the at-at. the game has many different bosses,
including the at-ats, at-sts, and x-wings. the player can also fly inside and

destroy the at-at.
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it was the first and only game in the
series to be released on the playstation
2. the game was bundled with a bonus
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dvd containing the star wars film trailer,
behind-the-scenes featurette, and three
cutscene productions. it was also one of
the few games that is compatible with
the hd-dvd and blu-ray dvd formats.

while the gameplay was similar to that of
the original game, it also featured

elements such as the ability to load a
character from the first game, and star
wars: episode i - the phantom menace.

players can also switch between first and
third-person shooter views using the
mouse or keyboard. in the pc game's

single-player mode, the player takes on
the role of a clone trooper in the clone

wars, as they fight a variety of opponents
in environments on the ground, in space,
and in the air. a list of the enemies faced
include y-wings, tie fighters, at-ats, at-

sts, at-dps, and at-tes. a variety of
vehicles are also featured, including the
x-wing, z-95 headhunter, tie advanced,
and the hammerhead. the game also

features 64 levels set in many different
environments and scenarios. after the
player completes the campaign mode,

they can challenge it with the challenge
mode, and complete a variety of tasks,
including ranking players in the official
online-leaderboard system. the game
was released on october 27, 2005, for
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the xbox, and a day later on the
playstation 2. it was also released on the
playstation portable on october 27, 2005,

and on the xbox 360 on october 28,
2005. star wars: episode i: racer is a

racing game developed by active domain
and published by lucasarts. it was the
first game in the star wars series to be

released on a portable device, the
playstation portable (psp). the game is
based on one of the numerous racing
series available to the player in the

fictional star wars universe. according to
the game's official website, the game's

story revolves around the rebellion
against the galactic empire, a war that is
going on in the galaxy. the game's main
character is cade skywalker, the son of

anakin skywalker, the jedi knight, and his
wife, shmi skywalker. cade is a young

and very skilled pilot who was chosen to
be a part of the rebellion, and he takes
part in the race to find out his identity.
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